This result answers the question to what extent does 2? A {PSD{n)) characterize A. The proof in [4] is by induction on n, the order of A, and involves several tedious computations. In Section 2 we give a simpler proof of this result based on a theorem by Schneider [7] which characterizes all linear transformations on the real space #C n that map PSD(n) on to itself. It is not difficult to see that A and B satisfy ( 
so we shall show that if SB\ is invertible then, y A (PSD(n)) = & B {PSD(n)) if and only if (3) is satisfied. In order to describe the results of Section 3 we need the following definition. Let C"(R") denote the vector space of all complex (real) column «-tuples. If x, yeC, let (x, y) denote the inner product of x and y. DEFINITION, (i) A nonempty set S s C " (or W) is said to be a cone if S+S£ S and aS £ S for every a ^ 0.
(ii) If S £ C is a cone then S p , the polar of S, is defined by
Re(x, y) ^ 0 for every xeS}. (PSD(ri) ). The main result in this section is Theorem 3, which characterizes the matrices B such that
To establish its proof we need the following two theorems on matrix equations, which may be of independent interest. 
We may replace A, C, D by UAU*, UCU*, UDU*, respectively, where U is any unitary matrix. Given real numbers a and r such that r ^ 0, we may replace A by r{A + hi). Given real numbers w and t such that t ^ 0, we may replace C and D by te iw C and t ~ i e' w D, respectively. Hence we may assume that a u = 1 and c l t is nonnegative real. Since c n (^i i +^n ) = 2, it follows that c u # 0, so we may assume that c u = 1, whence d n = 1 +iy for some real y.
It follows from (4), with / =j = 1, that D = I+A-(l -iy)C. Substituting back into (4), we are led to
and thence to
There are now two cases. Case I. Suppose that 2c,,-= 5y+^y, J,y = 1,..., «• Thence C = \{A+l), and it follows from (5) 
Proof. We consider again each matrix in C 1 " as an n 2 column vector. Let
E,JBC'"
be the matrix with 1 in the /, j position and 0 elsewhere. Let Te C" 2-" 2 be the matrix consisting of n 2 blocks r, y eC" >n such that T iJ = E Jh i,j=\,...,n. It is easy to show that (6) is equivalent to = D®C+C®5.
Hence it suffices to show that there exist no matrices C, DeV' n that satisfy (7) . Suppose that C and D satisfy (7). Then 
* = i
The matrices C and D are nonsingular. For suppose there exists xeC such that Dx = 0. It follows from (8), with i =j = 1, and (9) that rf u C+c 11 D= W. There are now two cases.
eC"' (9) (10) Case I. n ^ 3. Suppose that c tl =0.
It follows from (9) and (10) that a lt =0.
Since A is nonsingular, at least one of a 12 , ..., fli n is nonzero, whence rf u # 0 . It follows that rank C is at most 2, but C must be nonsingular, a contradiction. Hence c t t # 0 and we may assume that c u = 1. It follows from (10) Consider now a fixed pair (i,j) such that j '^2 and 7^2 . We want to show that dij-d u c ti i= 0. Suppose that d^-d^c^ = 0. It follows from (11) that a ik = 0 for k # 1, i; a w = 0 for A; ^ 1,7; and au+ajj = 0. If also c y = 0 then a tj = a n = 0, whence a u and a n are eigenvalues of /4. But au+ajj = 0, which implies that A(^) = 0. Since this is not the case we conclude that c i} # 0. Now, if i #7 it follows from (11) that a lk = 0, k -1, ..., n, this is a contradiction. If i =7, it follows from (11) that A (l) and A (J) , the first and7th rows of A, respectively, have the form Case II. n =2. Suppose that c M =0. Then, by (9) and (10), a n = 0. Since >4 is nonsingular, a l2 and a 21 are nonzero, whence d tl ¥=0. Hence, by (10) ,
It follows from (8) where a l2 a 2l =p+iq. This implies that A(A) = 0, contrary to our assumption. This completes the proof of the theorem. Theorems 1 and 2 and a theorem of Schneider [7] which characterizes all linear transformations on Jf " that map PSD(n) on to itself are needed in the proof of the next theorem. 
